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tporary stage presentation. 
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!1 text re-assessed via a new and 
I translation by Sir Richard Hamil-
whom r am indebted for his valu-
'. The aim. however. is not toward 
tudy. but toward the stage. 1 have 
bound myself to a word-for-word, 
knslation - an impossible business 
poetic work. The basic form of the 
is not the strict foot-rule of the 
of the originaL but a free-running 
~~. bringing rhyme into use where it 
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National Theatre possible, to their students who 
will be the leaders of the theatre tomorrow, ten 
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shaping new models ... 
using everything possible ... 
modeling clays ... 
candles and cardboard ... 
Striving to shape mood and materials . . . 
Seeking harmonious forms ... 
Moments of frustration . . . destroy the 
toys .. . 
Re-draw ... re-make ... 
Finally the ultimate moment ... 
The designer's estacy .. . 
Work's own rew!lfd .. . 
Reveals its inspired pattern . . . ! 
Knowing this form, this shape will serve . . . 
Sitting . . . relaxing . . . finally content . . . 
Seeing in the mind's eye ... 
Envisioning the rising curtain ... 
Watching spotlights shaping forms ... 
Lines ... 
Colors ... 
The creation of Design on a darkened 
stage ... 
Harding 
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